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CHAPTER I 

T·RE PROBLEM 

Mechanical devices such as rubber stamps, typewriters, 

adding machines, calculators, and posting machines have been 

used for many years. Today, higaer degrees of mecaanication 

in the form of punched-card and electronic equipment are 

being used to process accounting data. With mechanization, 

accounting has becoma automated to the point of elimination 

of human effort. Generally accepted accounting principles 

are not altered by machine methods, nor do they reduce the 

necessity for the external audits conducted by professional 

accountants. However, accountants do agree that mechanical 

devices have affected the independent auditor1s work because 

mechanically produced records are easier to read and increased 

information is available for account and coat analysis. 

PURPOSES OF THE AUDIT 

During the past fifty years, a gradual change haa been 

made in the primary purposes of the audit. Originally, audits 

were conducted to detect fraud. In more recent years, audits 

have been directed toward reporting on the financial statements 

issued by management to stockholders and creditors. In con

ducting an audit, the auditor is interested in: 
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(1) safeguards against fraud, (2) prevention of errors, and 

()) testing effectiveness of procedures to prevent fraud and 

errors by checking certain .types of transactions.1 

Discovery of errors and irregularities 1s still an 

objective, but not the primary objective of an audit. This 

change may be attributed to more formal business organiza

tions and operating units large enough to employ staffs which 

permit internal control. The purpose of an examination is a 

matter determined by agreement between the olient and auditor. 

AUDIT IMPLICATIONS 

In order to arrive at an informed opinion with respect 

to the company's operations and financial position, the audi

tor goes through the basic auditing procedures whether "pen 

and ink ll or electronic equipment is used for preparing account

ing records. Audit procedures must, be adapted to mechanically 

produced records; however, the .fundamental purposes of auditing 

remain the same. The new procedure problems created by mech

anization do not alter the responsibilities or principles by 

which the auditor 1s governed. 2 

lJoseph Pelej, 11Electronios and the Accountant, tl 
Progress Through Sharing, (New York: The Institute of Inter
nal Auditors, 1954), p. 20. 

2J. Sanford Smith, Punch Card Accountin~and the 
Professional Accountant, (LOndon~ritlsh Tab ating-rrompany, 
Limited, n. d.), p. 20: 
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Principles governing the auditor and the responsi

bilities he accepts are not altered by a change I~om manual 

to mechanical methods. The auditor must examine accounts, 

report whether the balance sheet is in accordance with the 

company's books, and whether the balance sheet indicates accur

ately the position according to the figures and explanations 

given. To evaluate data properly, the auditor must study taa 

entire accounting system to establish that all transactions 

are recorded arter proper authorization. 

Much of the work performed by the auditor does not 

change by increased mechanization. 3 Many of the auditor's 

techniques in a manual system are of equal importance in an 

electronio installation. The auditor is required to deter

mine the existence of major assets, such as cash, accounts 

receivables, inventories, and investments, by physical inspec

tion or independent confirmation from external sources. The 

aoequacy of reserves, provision for taxes, and total 1ia

bilitles should be verified. 

In mechanized accounting systems, deviations from the 

normal occur less frequently than in manual methods.4 Usually,· 

test checks of transactions in a mechanized system would be 

considered more dependable than in manual methods. It is 

3A• B. Toan Jr., "Auditing Electronically Produced 
Records," Presented at the National Conference of Electrio 
and Gas Utility Aocountants, New York, April 16, 1956. 

4smith, 2£- cit., p. 25. 
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reasonable to expect that all items in a batch have been 

processed in a mechanized system; whereas, in a manual sys~em 

each item is handled separately. Adjustments recorded in 

mechanized systems are more complicated and require observa

tion. Every adjustment should be scrutl~zed and approved. 

The effectiveness of test checking records proQuced by 

cards is occasionally uncertain; however, when complet~ the 

records are as easily test checked as those compiled by other 

methods.5 The flexibility of mechanized equipment permits 

preparation of information for the auditor in forms which 

enable a more satisfactory test check. 

Supporting data and schedules produced mechanically 

should be verified in a manner similar to those prepared 

manually; however, the number of test checks may be reduced 

because of the methods used. The auditor should be satisfied 

that all records are available for reView, but the number of 

transactions selected for test checks depends upon the clr

cumstances.• 

The scope and extent of audits should be influenced 

by mechanical record keeping, since they are more reliable 

than manually produced records. It is necessary that the 

original records and ultimate results are correct; the 

5Norman V. Bellenoit, "Special Problems in Auditing 
Records Kept on Accounting Mach.1.nes,1I The New York Certified 
Public Accountant, 17:605-9, September~947:----
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intermediate stages are not a matter of auditing principle 

but meohanical detail. Mechanization is a cnange in methods 

and not in objective or principle. 6 

In manual methods reliance is placed upon the ability 

and intelligence of the individual and any record ia suscep

tibIa to individual and unrelated errors. Euman factors are 

utilized to a minimum in mechanized accounting and the results 

obtained are correspondingly reliable. The machine has no 

morals, no good or bad days, and no problems of training or 

supervision. Once a successful program is selected, the 

machines will perform accurately, detect errors and differences, 

and make numerous types of decisions. 

Computing and recording mechanically are very effi 

cient; yet, there Is no foolproof equipment available.? 

Errors can occur from mechanical failure, but the greatest 

number of errors result from incorrect recording of infor

mation. 8 Machine errors should be detected before the 

document leaves the machine department ir the system of inter

nal control is valid. The possibilities of irregularities and 

errors created by machine operators should not be overlooked 

by the auditor •. 

6v. S. Hockley, IIMachines and AUdltors," Accountancy, 
65:132, April, 1954. 

7Bellenoit, loc. cit. 

8Smith, -l~c. cit. 
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Machine accuracy is the responsibility of the manu

facturer, but the auditor should not rely solely upon the 

manufacturer. 9 Machines when operating properly can attain 

a level of accuracy which surpasses any human achievement. 

The most common method of checking machine accuracy is the 

use of test decks. The auditor must observe the machine when 

processing test decks and compare the results with predeter

mined-answers in order to validate machine accuracy. Actual 

transactions should be checked against independently calcu

lated solutions to establish correct results. 

The auditor, should be able to determine the validity 

of internal checks, but he need only to inquire if the built

in macnine checks are functioning properly. Built-in checks 

include double circuits and double arithmetic, whereby two 

independent machine functions perform fundamentally the same 

processes and check each other. 

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

The purpose of this study is to analyze the effects of 

mechanioal devices on the work of the professional accountant. 

Mechanical devices include common manually operated office 

machines, as well as accounting machines, .punched-card-and 

electronic equipment. In this study, the emphasis is directed 

9A. B. Toan Jr., "Auditing, Control and Electronics," 
The Journal of Accountancy, 99~42J May, 1955. 
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toward the work of the auditor whose procedures are designed 

to test the adequacy of internal control or to establish the 

integrity of specific items appearing on the financial 

statements. 

The data presented 1n the stUdy are to indicate the 

effects of mechanization on the scope of the audit deter

mined by internal control, audit trails, timing of the audit, 

and assistance in conversion. Also presented are the data 

concerning the knOWledge of mechanization required for con

ducting an audit, advantages and disadvantages of mechanization, 

and the use of machines by the auditor in conducting an audit. 

DEFINITION OF TERMS USED 

Accounting. Accounting is the recording and reporting 

of transactions, maintaining of transaction records, testing 

the operating effectiveness of controls and accuracy of the 

records, periodic revieWing of transactions and making known 

to others the information revealed in and implications derived 

from such summaries. IO This work can be separated into the 

follOWing phases: (1) internal control and systems design, 

(2) bookkeeping, (3) internal auditing, (4) external auditingl 

and (5) reporting. 

lOEric L. Kohler, A Dictionary for Accountants, 
(second edition; Englewood CIIl'l's, N.~: Prentice-Hall, 
Inc. 1 1957)1 p. 10. 
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Mechanical devices. For the purpose or this study, 

mechanical devices will be interpreted in the broad sense and 

includes manually operated machines as well as the more com

plex punched-card equipment, electronic computers, and other 

electronic machinery. 

Auditing. Auditing is a critical review performed by 

an auditor to establish validity of documents supporting 

transactions and to determine the adequacy o£ controls under

lying the recorda of the business. An audit may be eitner 

internal or external. The internal audit is carried out by 

a company employee as a staff function and is an important 

element of internal controls. The external audit is conducted 

by a person contracted by the business.ll 

Auditor. An auditor is a person who examines books of 

account and recorda kept by others. An internal auditor 1s a 

regular employee of the company; however, an external auditor 

works in a professional capacity.12 For the purpose of this 

study, the auditor will be used interchangeably with auditor 

and professional accountant. 

Professional accountant. The professional accountant 

is the external auditor who certifies the accuracy of the 

internal accounting work carried out by the accounting depart

ment of a particular concern. The professional accountant is 

llIbid., pp. 10, 204, 263.
 

l2Ibid., p. 45.
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a certified public accountant who has met certain education 

and resident requirements and is registered to practice 

pUblic accounting.13 

Audit techniques. The methods available to the 

auditor for obtaining competent evidence are audit tech

nicues. These techniques are tools used by the auditor and 

are classified into primary and secondary groups. Primary 

techniques provide more reliable information or evidence and 

include physical inspections, written confirmations and vouch

ering. Secondary techniques may be oral inquiries, account 

analysis, comparisons, clerical verifications, and scarining.14 

Audit procedures. Audit procedures are the applica

tions of audit teohniques to a particular audit determined 

by the circumstances of the situation. IS 

Audit trail. The audit trail is the provision for 

following an audttable record that shows the details of move

ment in an account and provides means of moving back rroo 

the entry to the original document supporting the entry.16 

13Ibid., p. 389. 

14J. K. Lasserls Tax Institute (ad.) J. K. Lasser's 
Standard Handbook for Accountants, (New York: -McGraw-Hill 
Book Company, Inc.~956), p. 2·140. 

l$Ibid. 

16Joseph PeleJ, IlHow will Business Electronics Affect 
the Auditorls Work?' The Journal of Accountancy, 98:41, JUly, 
19.54. 
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Internal control. Internal oontrol is the division 

of duties among the employees in a business in such a manner 

that no one individual has complete control over a Qusiness 

transaction and that the work of each employee is checked by 

at least another employee. The purpose of internal control 

is to protect the company against fraud and to increase accuracy 

in recording transactions. l ? 

Programming. Programming is the planning of a schedule 

of machine operations in the order in which they are to occur. 

These programs are for the punched-card and electronic data 

processing systems. These programs are designed to use con

trol panels with wires to carry the impulses to direct the 

machine actions. 

Test deck. The accuracy of punched-card or electronic 

equipment may be checked by using punched-cards containing 

theoretical transactions. Some of the transactions may be 

deliberately designed to violate the machine processing con

troIs. The results are compared With predetermined solutions 

to establish the accuraoy of machine operations. 

PROCEDURES 

The data for this study were derived from an extensive 

review of current literature concerning audits of mechanized 

l7Kohler, ~. cit., p. 45. 
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systems and replies to questionnaires sent to professional 

accountants. The steps in the procedures were: 

1.	 An extensive review of literature about auditing 

mechanized accounting systems was made. The data 

were collected from periodicals, house organs and 

books. 

2.	 Certified public accountants practicing in Kansas 

were selected from the Register of Persons and 

Firms Entitled to Practice as Certified Public 
-	 -..;;...;;..;;;....;;.=..=..;;....;;; 

Accountants. 18 A number of certified public 

accountants were partners of employees of public 

accounting firms; where this situation eXisted, 

only one questionnaire was sent to the firm manager 

to eliminate duplicated information. 

3.	 A preliminary questionnaire was prepared and reVised 

according to recommendations made by the faculty. 

4.	 A test check was made by submitting the question

naire to six certified public accountants to 

establish the validity of the instrument and 

availability of the data. 

5.	 The questionnaire, revised according to the results 

of the test check, was submitted to the certified 

18State of Kansas ~oard of Accountancy, Register of 
Persons and Firms Entitled to Practice as Certified Public 
AccountantS (Topeka: State-of Kansas, 1958), pp. 23-43. 
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public accountants selected. Due to inadequate 

responses, t~o additional follow-up letters l9 and 

additional copies of the questionnaire20 were sent. 

6.	 The information derived from the rev-iew or" lit 

erature and an analysis of the questionnaire was 

summarized and interpreted. Conclusions and 

recommendations were formea from the data collected. 

In Chapter II of this study, a review of literature con

cerning the effects of mechanical devices on the auditor's work 

is discussed. The data gathered from the questionnaires are 

analyzed and interpreted in Chapter III. The final chapter is 

a summary of the findings and conclusions and recommendations 

based on the results of this study. 

19Appendix, pp. 69-70. 

20Appendix, PP. 71-74. 



CHAPTER II 

BACKGROUl\T]) FOR TliIS STUDY
 

AS REVEALED IN CURRENT LITERATURE
 

Since the problem studied concerns a relatively new 

phase in auditing, no significant research was found concern

ing this study. Therefore, a review of related research which 

frequently appears in a thesis could not be developed. An 

attempt 1s made to present general background information per

tinent to an analytical consideration of the effect of 

mechanization on auditing. 

To appropriately prepare the reader of this study, 

factors concerning the auditor's work are-presented in the 

discussion of: internal control, knowledge of mechanization, 

assistance in conversion, audit trails, timing of the audit, 

mechanization advantages and disadvantages, and mechanized 

auditing. 

INTERNAL CONTROL 

As a result of an audit engagement, the auditor issues 

reports disclosing the adequacy and fairness of the state

ments, whether or not the accounting priqciples are applied 

in a manner which fairly indica~eB the position and results 

of the operation, and the scope of the audit. This report 
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is supported by the auditor's review of the internal control 

ann accounting procedures made in accordance with generally 

accepted standards. 

As an analyst and interpreter of financial data, the 

auditor cannot neglect a client's mechanized accounting instal

lation, but should be interested in the quality of tools used 

and the impact the tools have on the established controls. l 

The auditor is obliged to test the accounting records to 

satisfy himself that the internal control system is function

ing properly and is adequate for the circumstances of the 

concern. 

According to Hockley, it is logical for the auQitar of 

a mechanized system to begin an audit in a pattern similar to 

the following: (1) examine the system of internal control 

or obtain a written statement about the system from management, 

(2) test the functions of the system to determine the extent 

of control in force, (3) examine the system to determine the 

records produced by machine, and (4) test the operation of 

the mechanized system to establish that the sources of orig

inal entry are properly covered by the mechanical process. 2 

If the procedures are followed, the auditor will acquire the 

facts on which to continue the audit. 

lJoseph Pele~·., "How Vlill Business Electronios Affect 
the Auditor's Work? The Journal ££ Accountancy, 98:36, 
July, 1954. 

2 V. S. Hockley, "Machines and Auditors," Accountancy, 
65:130, April, 1954•. 
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Proper evaluation of internal control is a requisite 

to the issuance of an unqualified certificate by an auditor. 

In eXamination of internal control, it is important to review 

the organization of the accounting machine department, and to 

determine now it fits into the company organization. The beat 

internal control is obtained when the machine department oper

ates in a staff capacity and performs services for departments 

where the checks and verifications are established.3 

For internal control to function properly, there should 

be a distinct separation of the thr~e operations: (l) author

ization of transactions, (2) recording of transactions, and 

(3) maintaining custodianship of assets.4 A properly planned 

mechanical installation will improve internal control by 

separating data recording from data processing. Data pro

cessing may be centralized to insure maximum machine utilization 

without loss of internal control. 

The segregation of operations may be determined from 

an analysis of flow charts or diagrams. A study of the flow 

of work, processes, and methods of controls through an account

ing department should be made in detail at the time of the first 

3Norman V. Bellenoit, "Special Pro.blems in Auditing 
Records Kept on AccountlQ€? Machines, "The New York Certified 
Public Accountant, 17: 605-9, September, 1947. 

4Daniel M. Shonting and Leo E. Stone, "Audit Tech
niques for Electronic Systems," ~ Journal ££ Accountancy,
106:56, October, 1958. 
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audit engagement and reviewed during succeeding engagements 

as a part of the procedures ohecking of internal control.5 

From such a study, the auditor can determine if safeguards 

are adequate, or if results obtained are constant from year 

to year for comparison purposes. 

The operation of controls may be observed by tracing 

actual transactions from the point of authorization to record

ing and comparing the movement with the flow chart. Points 

to be considered when a comparison is made include the follow

ing: (1) when was the information originally obtained, (2) who 

from, (3) who prepared it and how, (4) were actual conditions 

reflected, (5) what was done with it and who was it done by, 

(6) was the source of data valid and preserved intact, (7) what 

was the extent of approval and verification, and (8) can the 

data be produced if it is necessary to prove accuracy.6 

Correction of errors and deviations from normal pro

cedures should be properly authorized, preferably in writing. 

Defalcations have been made by manipUlation of records main

tained under mechanized methods; however, they were attributed 

to failure to prOVide an effective system of internal control 

and lack of ~damental safeguards necessary for procedures 

whether manual or mechanized.7 

5Bellenoit J loc. cit. 

~. S. Harris, lIPublic Accountant and Punched Card 
Accounting," L. R. B. & M. Journal # 37:14, July-September, 1956. 

7Ibid ., p. 19. 
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If the internal controls function properly, trans

actions subject to the controls must be recorded correctly.8 

If the entries are properly controlled from the point of ori

gin to the final destination, they must be correct. Therefore, 

the bookkeeping records, vouchers, and supporting papers must 

be tested by the auditor to establish the effectiveness of 

internal control. The reliability of internal control and the 

manner in which it is carried out is of utmost importance to 

the auditor. 

The scope of the audit is determined by the soundness 

of the system. The auditor1s initial concern, to establish 

the fairness of the data in financial statements, commences 

with reviewing the internal control exercised by the company. 

It is in the important realm of internal control that mech-

anized methods appear to provide the greatest assistance to 

the professional accountant. Well designed, installed, and 

supervised controls may reduce the extent·of detail checking 

of transactions by the auditor. ~~en controls are not well 

designed or installed, the certified public accountant may 

need to continue tests to satisfy himself that the company's 

financial statements and operating results are fairly pre

sented. Sound internal control principle~ apply not only to 

the general accounting departments but also to ~he accounting 

machine department. 

8Hockley, ££. cit., p. 129. 
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The three areas which the internal controls should check 

are: (1) determining that the original data are authentic and 

accurate, (2) ascertaining that these data and only these data 

are recorded, and (3) determining that the forms or records 

and evidence supporting it will satisfy those who must attest 

to the integrity and accuracy of the records.9 Accuracy of 

the original data may be verified by examining the time cards, 

screening requisitions, or matching vendorls invoices agaiU5t 

purchase orders and receiving reports. In order to establish 

independent control over approved documents so that they, and 

only they, will be entered on the records, a check may be sup

plied. A simple control may be provided by an adding machine 

tape totaled for a group of invoices to be processed or totals 

of hours for a payroll. Check totals should be determined by 

someone not under the control of the machine center. To ascer

tain the effectiveness of controls exercised while the 

transactions were being processed, a post-eXamination of the 

results may be made by selecting transactions at random or 

items that appear unusual or incorrect. 

Employees who have access to mechanized accounting 

records may have more duties to perform,and the diVision of 

work and responsibilities may expand. Internal control need 

not be weakened, since the less important duties will probably 

9A• B. Toan Jr., "Auditing, Control, and Electronics," 
The Journal 2£ Accountancy, 99:41-42~ May, 1955. 
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disappea~ first. lO Controls enforced by fewer people with 

greater knowledge and appreciation of the transactions may be 

substituted for the division of duties. Additional "controls 

may be obtained from machine programs and protection 1s gained 

by using the machine during the audit. 

KNOWLEmE OF lI'iECHANIZATION 

The rapid development and progress of accounting 

machines have created special circumstances for the auditor 

which causes an uncertain feeling when working with mechani

cally produced records. ll Accounting machines have been 

developed to perform certain fUnctions legibly, quickly, 

easily, and accurately. Final results of mechanical or manual 

methods are practically the same, except one is printed and 

the other written. Because of the compleXity of automated 

equipment, impressions are based on a lack of understanding 

causing accountants to conclude that mechanization creates 

many problems. 

Auditors tend to evade aocepting new mechanized 

systems due to lack of understanding and knowledge about 

the equipment. 12 Frequently, the 'auditor is' confronted with 

lOIbid., pp. 44..45. 
llBellenoit, ~. cit., p. 604. 

12Basil Regione, "Electronics--l!ow Does it Ai'fect Our 
AUditing Program?U Promoting Professional Progress. (New 
York: Institute of Internal Auditors, 1956), p. 17. 
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a new system at the time the audit is to be conducted. If 

the auditor could prestudy or become familiar with the systems 

during the installation, many of the situations which seem to 

be problems would not exist. 

Most accounting firms believe more effective audits 

caD be conducted if at least some knowledge of mechanized 

systema and methods work is acquired. New developments create 

new conditions. If the professional accountant is able to 

understand the basic fundamentals and operating principles, 

possibilities of later encountering difficult situations is 

eliminated. 

It is not necessary for all accountants to go back to 

school to become electrical engineers; however, the auditor 

should acquaint himself with the main types of machines in 

use and their operating principles.13 Facilities for learn

ing about machines are offered by schools conducted by machine 

manufacturers. Other means of keeping informed about machines 

are: join a professional group such as National Machine 

Accountants Association, subscribe to professional magazines l 

visit showrooms for demonstrations, talk with eqUipment sales

men, get on mailing lists of .equipment manufacturers and st~dy 

their literature, and attend business shows. 

The professional accountant must have some under

standing of methods by which punched-cards are created before 

l3Pe l e j, ££. £11., p. 43. 
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they can be properly audited.14 Tabulating machines used for 

recording accounting transactions on punched-cards are more 

flexible and faster than previous equipment. To perfonn ade~ 

quate audits, certified public accountants must become experts 

in auditing and familiar with punched-card techniques and 

procedures necessary to determine the oorrectness of original 

entries and proper machine wiring. 

Two views frequently expressed about the impact of 

electronic data processing on auditing are: (I) there will 

be no audit changes for professional accountants since audits 

can be conducted around the machines, and (2) drastic effects 

on auditing will result in elaborate training of machines by 

many professional accountants.15 Since both views tend to be 

exaggerated, a more reasonable approach is that some audit 

techniques and procedures will need to change and a basic 

understanding of electronic data processing is necessary for 

effective auditing. 

Without additional training, the auditor should be 

able to evaluate some internal control checks between depart

ments as basic authorization functions and asset custodianship 

14Alexander S. Bell, "Auditing Rec9rds -Maintained on 
Tabulating Machines,1I Illinois Certified Public Accountant,
17:45-59, September, 1954. 

l5c. R. Jauchem, "Impact of Electronic Data Processing 
on Auditing," !. A. !. Bulletin, 39:$3, May, 1958. 
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or to ascertain authenticity of source documents if filed 

properly.16 Some training would aid the auditor if he is to 

determine whether proper segregation of duties exists, or 

how data may be altered and instructions changed for collu

sion. If certain documents are discontinued as a result of 

automation, extra training would help the auditor make pro

vision for a competent audit trail. The auditor will 

definitely need training to decide what accuracy or error 

detection devices are properly utilized# or if reconstruc

tion of data in event of fire or mutilation is provided, or 

when maintenance policies are reviewed. Additional training 

will be necessary when journals, ledgers, and other internal 

records are replaced by invisible coded tapes or memory de

vices within machines. 

The apprasial of controls built-in machines by manu

facturers should be made by a technician. I ? only an inquiry, 

whether any normal checks usually built-in the machines have 

been deleted through special techniques needs to be made by 

the auditor; otherwise, it can be assumed machines are accurate. 

At the present, it is not considered essential for the 

auditor to be able to read or veriry tbe accuracy of the 

16Robert G. Wright, llElectronics--A Challenge to 
AUditors,ll The Illinois Certified Public Accountant, 19:13 
Spring, 19~ 

17Price Waterhouse and Company The Auditor Encounters 
Electronic Data processln~, [New Yor~ International Business 
Machines Corporation, ~95 ), p. 19. 
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program; only how the program is constructed and the types 

of checks which can be incorporated are primary factors. 18 

Other checks can be devised and the accuracy of the program 

can be proved without lWving to check the programs 1n detail. 

The development of programs is likely to become more 

complex and specialized. It would be unrealistic to expect 

an auditor carrying on a normal professional practice to 

master and keep up to date in programming methods. In order 

to advise clients about electronic installations, firms 

operating a management accounting depart~ent may wish to have 

a staff trained in programming. In some phases of electronic 

data processing, unless the auditor has made the necessary 

studies, the assistance of a specialist should be obtained. 

ASSISTANCE IN CONVERSION 

The relationship between the client and auditor 

determines the extent of participation by the auditor in 

plans for a new mechanical installation. Past experience 

discloses that clients usually do not inform their clients 

about proposed improvements in their accounting methods. 19 

Formerly, the auditor had been able to adjust his audit 

procedures to the accounting systems in operation at the 

18J. W. Margetts.l. liThe Auditor and the Computer,t1 
The Accountant l 139:270, September 6, 1958. 

19Ibid., pp. Z7 6-78. 
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time of the audit. Most accountants agree that up to tae 

present, mechanization of bookkeeping had not greatly affected 

the independent auditor's work. 20 Some of the larger account

ing firms help their clients install new equipment. Assistance 

is usually given by a staff member who specializes in various 

types of accounting machines rather than auditing. 

The auditor desires to participate in mechanical install

ations to acquire knowledge aiding in subsequent auditsj not 

to establish a detailed program for installing the equipoent. 21 

Cooperation in a mechanical installation permits the auditor 

to provide for fundamental audit requirements, to make certain 

that reliable internal and external controls are established, 

and to resolve that account balances and storage requirements 

are supplied. 

Wasn electronic data processing equipment is employed, 

it is not expedient for the auditor to wait until accounting 

information has been produced before deciding upon an audit 

22program. The professional accountant should be in contact 

with his client during the entire planning period and occa

sionally review the progress of the installation plan. It 

20paul E. Hamman, lIAudit of Machine Records,'l The 
Journal of Accountancy, 101:56, March, 1956. 

21Norman J. Lenhart and Philip L. Defliese, Mo~tgom
ery's AUditin~, (eighth edition; New York: The Ronald Press 
Company, 1957 , p. 561. 

22Margetts, loc. cit. 
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is desirable for the auditor to assist in the early stages 

of conversion to electronic equipment in order to recommend 

the adoption of controls before the procedures are so defi 

nitely established that it would be a long and costly operation 

to make changes. The latest point at which the auditor should 

review an installation is when the basic features are determined 

and the computer is being tested. 23 To make recommendations 

before procedures are definitely established, it is desirable 

that the auditor check the progress of an installation at 

least tWice. 24 The first check should be made when all de

tails of the proposed installation have been recognized and 

progrwnming instructions are being planned. At this point, 

the auditor can advise if additional controls are necessary 

for audit purposes. The second review should be conducted 

when programming is completed. Frequently, during the pro

cess of installation~ programming variations are made; by 

examination the auditor can determine the effect on internal 

control and make further recommendations if necessary. 

To check the internal control, the auditor should be 

present when th~ electronic data equipment operates simu

taneously With the existing methods. Detailed comparisons 

of parallel records result in isolating and eliminating any 

23pelej, £E. cit., p. 42.
 
24Margetta, loc. cit.
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errors which occur. During this same period, errors, both 

machine and data errors, should be created to insure the 

operation of program checks. 

The contribution auditors can make in checking the 

computer is not to be overlooked. With knowledge of the 

clients activities, the auditor is in a position to know the 

type of problems the computer will encounter and can test the 

machine accordingly. The auditor must be aware of the various 

types of controls that can be built into a data processing 

system and see that the client is making luul use of the 

available checks. 

During tbe electronic installation, the auditor should 

assure himself that adequate records and information are 

available for conducting a satisfactory audit. Physical 

problemB connected with the changeover to be considered by 

the auditor includes the storage apace for records. 

AUDIT TRAILS 

Like the auditor of the past, the auditor of the present 

and future needs a suitable record which shows details or move

ment in the accounts and provides means of moving back trow 

the entry to the original document supporting the entry. In 

any mechanical installation functioning properly, it should 

be possible to trace back from the end product, report ledger, 

or voucher, to source documents without reverting to punched
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cards or magnetic tapes. Procedure manuals and charts should 

be prepared and revised to reflect what actual procedures 

are in effect so it would be possible for new internal or 

external auditors to back track in the records. 

Most records of today are visible and understood by 

the auditor; however, the main exception is certain punched-

card procedures where the record is retained in punched-card 

files and information is produced only as needed. It seems 

logical for this trend to increase under electronic data 

processing methods which use punched-cards as well as punched 

tape, magnetic tape~ magnetic drums, or magnetic discs. 

The improvement in internal control more than offsets 

the audit trail problems created by machine development. 25 

Three categories of information required for adequate audit 

trails are: (1) balances, (2) transaction analyses, and 

(3) underlying documents. Balances include the details that 

make up the control balance at a given date. TranBactlon 

information required by the accountant includes an analysis 

of totals for the period, whether directly affected in the 

accounts or not. The underlying documents of an audit trail 

includes the supporting documents for the balance and trans

action details. 

25Price Waterhouse and CompanYJ In-Line Electronic 
Accounting, Internal Control and Audit Trail, {New York: 
International Business Machines Corporation, ~95W), p. 7. 
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Another problem 1s the elimination of detail records 

which shows items composing a total of an account. Sooe 

accountants believe this problem will not be serious because 

machine speeds permit a greater amount of information to oe 

printed than is necessary_ If information is not printed 

by the machines immediately, it will be retained until it is 

no longer necessary. It is believed that the controller or 

operator of the computing center will have sufficient inform

ation to trace the account details. 

Perhaps audit trails is a misnomer since the relerence 

infers that the auditor is the only one concerned about the 

type of records and information availableo Frequently manage

ment makes more use of the audit trails during normal busines,s 

operations than the auditor does during the examination. The 

joint interest of the auditor and management in an audit trail 

suggests that the requirements of both should be considered 

in installing an accounting system. To utilize a mechanical 

system to the greatest extent, provision for both the needs 

of the audi tor and management should depend on other operations 

of the system. 

TIMING OF THE AUDIT 

It bas been acknowledged that audits of electronic 

data processing records will have to be performed either at 

the time of processing original data or at a time closer to 
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the recording of transactions. 26 Alteration of the audit 

timing in the direction of auditing transactions close to the 

time of original recording avoids additional work required 

to reconstruct- account details at a later date. Other motives 

for the professional accountant to audit records at an earlier 

date are the desire to make magnetic tape available for reuse 

sooner and to use audit trail references which can be kept 

readily available for a short period of time. 

Advanced planning is required for audits in order to 

avoid overloading the machine department With special requests 

for information and report runs. If the auditor could have 

all the general ledger account analyses prepared by machine, 

it might be deSirable to plan the entire audit a year in 

advance. Much audit time can be saved if short cuts and 

streamlined techniques are used; however,.the auditor must 

have enough knOWledge of the machines to recognize an area 

of potential saVings. 

MECHANIZATION ADVANTAGES AND DISADVAh~AGES 

Mechanized systems bave advantages over manual methods; 

yet, mechanization is not always appropriate. If few entries 

of a uniform nature are posted, mechaniza~ion is not desirable. 

The success of aocounting machines depends on the number of 

similar transactions ~corded. 

26Carl C. Tietjen, llChanges in Public Accounting,lI 
The Canadian Cbartered Accountant, 73:321, July, 1958. 
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Mechanical systems properly applied offer more accu

rate records. 27 Automatic addition, subtraction, and account 

balance computations are made as entries are posted to indi

vidual accounts. Control totals accumulated, while posting, 

provides mechanical proof of accuracy by indicating errors 

promptly. Transactions recorded simultaneously to several 

records contribute to the elimination of errors. Daily 

balancing reduces the monthly peak periods permitting state

ments to be sent to debtors immediate17 after the first of 

the month. Characters and figures produced by machine are 

usually neater and more legible, reducing mistakes. 

The speed of machine accounting permits processing 

and summarizing of statistical data not previously utilized. 

More reports are made available since the cost is not 

prohibitive and machine methods are faster than manual proce

duras. Increased sp~ed does not imply the elimination of 

employees. Machines perform tedious and routine computations 

and written runctions; Whereas, people perform work requiring 

judgment, tact, and prudence. The auditor is also relieved 

of burdensome computations and can spend his time studying 

and interpreting the data without having to do much writing. 

A very important hindrance to machine accounting is 

that nearly all original documents are not prepared mechanically. 

27KerOlit Pennington, liThe Application and Use of 
Machines and Electronics in Accountlng,ll L. R. B. & M. 
Journal 36:9, April-June, 1955. - - - -
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The majority of underlying documents originate in longhand-

and must be transferred to a form which can be comprehended 

by machines. The new form frequently is difficult for the 

auditor to read unless the records are translated into words 

and figures. Another drawback to mechanical devices is the 

mass of paper which must be examined to study the transactions 

of a single account over a period of t~e. The lack of pri

mary book records must be supported by an efficient filing 

system. Frequently, the original documents are wanted for a 

number of purposes, and a complex cross reference system must 

be established. 

Machine accuracy cannot be guaranteed. If the operator 

injects wrong figures into the machine, the results will be 

incorrect. Although totals are accumulated automatically, 

problems may arise if machine registers are not cleared before 

using; incorrect totals are produced. Register clearances 

should be printed before each series of postings; however, 

complete independent checking must be provided to help alle

viate errors. If error correction is attempted by machine 

operators, difficulties may occur. There should be a routine~ 

providing for error correction, and the responsibility for 

correction should be vested in someone with authority. 

Manual methods are more economical than machines if 

scattered posting of a few digits is required or if the 

machines are used for purposes for which they were not de

signed. Although peak periods tend to be eliminated or at 
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least reduced by mechanization, they can be reduced to a degree 

in manual methods by planning and distributing the work. 

tmCHANIZED AUDITING 

The skill of trained men is the primary requisite of 

professional work. 28 Mechanization is frequently regarded 

as unimportant, but much of the work assigned to a junior 

auditor could be accomplished by machine. Complete mechani

zation of auditing would be contrary to audit principles; 

nevertheless, mechanical devices would increase production 

and efficiency. 

In aUditing, extensive use of recorders or dictating 

machines is being made. 29 Information can be recorded faster 

by machine than by a stenographer. Recorders may be used in 

or out of the office, during any hour, or when typists are 

bUsy. The recorder1s use need not be limited to correspond

ence, but may be used for checking items. Ledger posting 

checks which required two people may be reduced to a single 

person calling items over the recorder and prOVing by playing 

back the record. A time saving of at least 20 per cent 

results when a recorder 1s used to check items. The novelty 

of any mechanical equipment may temporarily reduce production 

28Frederick A. J. Cou1dery, "Mechanized Auditing,lI 
The Accountant, 133:61, July 16, 1955. 

29Ibid. 
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but advantages surpass any reduotions. Although entertainment 

may be derived rrom a recorder, it is not capable of arguing 

as a fellow worker could. 

Photo copiers eliminate the necessity of the auditor 

copying extracts of deeds, leases, and agreements in longhand 

and reduce the opportunity for additional errors to occur. 

Copies may be produced in a few seconds time at a very low 

cost. 

The use of metered machines for postage is becoming 

widespread. The machines are very convenient and considerable 

time is saved when statements are sent to debtors or creditors 

for verification. Automatic feeds, letter folders, envelope 

stutfers, and envelope sealers may be used to save additional 

time. Although these machines are not always portable, con

sideration should be given for use in the home office. 

If a large number of coins must be counted, audit time 

and costs may be reduced by using a counting machine. A 

variety of machine models are available. SOIDe will sort and 

count mixed coins; others are suitable for only one denomination 

at a time. 

Although the adding machine can operate rapidly and 

accuratelYJ it is surprising how many accquntants do not have 

a machine in the office. Production can be expected to increase 

five times the manual output when an adding machine is utilized. 30 

30 Ib id. J p. 63. 
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The increased production gained from using an adding machine 

is sufficient to warrant the purchase of a machine. 

Many adding machines can perform other calculations 

such as those necessary for extensions, per cent rates, and 

dividend payments. Listing-adding machines can be used for 

such ~ork as listing ledger balances. This may appear to be 

a simple operation; yet, few people can do more than one task 

at a time. A listing-adding machine can list and accumulate 

the balances at the same time. 

Frequently, professional accountants use the client's 

equipment during audit engagements. In many engagements, 

they do notj but it is to the advantage of both the auditor 

and client to cooperate in using equipment during audits. 

A machine operator or supervisor of the client's staff should 

assist the auditor when special equipment is used. Occa

sionally, it is not possible to use the client's machinery 

during the ordinary working hours because current accounting 

would be delayed. The use of the clientls equipment at 

night would be preferable to proceeding by manual methods. 

Verification work should be scheduled as far as 

possible in advance at selected dates throughout the year 

to avoid peak periods and gain maximum production for the 

client and minimum audit time for the professional accountant. 

In order to strengthen the audit l surprise examinations can 

be made throughout the year. 
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The auditor must have some knowledge of basic funda

mantals of machine accounting to recognize an opportunity to 

utilize the client's machines for streamlining his own work 

and reducing audit time. Since ideas for special audit reports 

and runs are initiated by the auditor. the concept that inform

ation is available through accounting machines must be developed 

by him. Ideas should be first discussed with the chief account

ant and then referred to the machine accounting supervisor who 

would be able to determine if the information 1s already aVail

able or if it could be prepared, what additional work would 

be reqUired. or if machine time was available. 

Tabulating machines can be used for preparing account 

details in general ledger account analyses. In account exam

inations, all debits and credits can be listed or only specific 

items in excess of a designated minimum are listed and all 

items are accumulated to balance the account. N~chine account 

analyses reduce the manual writing required by the auditor. 

From the auditor's Viewpoint, one of the best uses of 

tabulating machines is the reconciliation of bank accounts. 31 

Copies of the reconciliation, complete with outstanding check 

details, facilitates cash verifica~ion; nevertheless, the 

auditor will have to check the reconciliation. Cash receipts 

3l Gordon L. Hamrick, "Punched Cards as an Aid to the 
Auditor,lI Journal of Machine Accounting Systems and Manage
ment, 5:3, September, 1954. 
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and disbursements or other.selected data may be reported by 

machine for special tests. 

The extent of the audit of accounts receivable and 

payable varies. In most audits, there is a need for an aged 

trial balance of accounts receivable to determine the collect

ibility of accounts and the adequacy of the bad debt allowance. 

The aged trial balance may be prepared on the machines. A 

trial balance of the accounts payable can be easily verified 

and much of the clerical work eliminated. In many companies, 

machine-prepared statements can be sent by the auditor direct 

to the debtors or creditors for verification. 

A major part of the professional accountant's time~ 

during audits of industrial or commercial concerns, is spent 

in the verification of quantities and pricing of inventories. 32 

Considerable variation is noted in the tTpe of inventory records 

kept by machine. Some companies maintain perpetual records; 

w~ereasJ others summarize physical counts and extend the unit 

prices. 

In most companies employing accounting machines, 

extensive statistical information often is utilized by the 

auditor. If properly used, the information can assist the 

auditor in other phases of the audit. A r~view of sales pro

ducts indicates slow-moving items in the inventory. Adequacy 

32Ibid., p. 5. 
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of sales tax may be determined from the sales by location 

analysis. To establish the accuracy of commission payments 

and accruals, an analysis of sales by employees may be used. 

Much of the clerical work can be eliminated when expenses 

are maintained by accounting machines. After reviewing oper

ating expenses and other reports for unusual expenses and 

variation, accounts to be selected for analysis are chosen 

by the auditor. Account analyses and schedules can frequently 

be prepared on the machines. Auditors can be assisted by 

the preparation of payroll schedules on the accounting machines. 

The schedules generally are composed of a listing of employees 

in selected departments, number of hours worked, rate of gross 

pay, overtime, deductions and net pay. These are only a few 

of the potential areas which the auditor could utilize the 

mechanical tabulating equipment in a client's office. 

It is suitable for the auditor to consider the extent 

to which electronic data processing equipment can be used to 

perform routine audit calculations. In the past, auditors 

have used plli~ched-card installation during audits; however J 

the degree of use may not have been at the maximum. A few 

opportunities for the auditor to use the electronic machines 

would-include the following: (1) to interpret machine sens

ible data stored on magnetic tape without a printed report to 

support it J (2) to foot balances and select items for further 

study, (3) to confirm account requests prepared by reference 
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to the name, address, and account balances stored mechanically, 

(4) to indicate variation of inventory details reported by 

comparing the inventory count with the recorded balance, and 

(5) to test the instruction program and system of operation 

by processing.33 

33Prlce Waterhouse~ ££. ~.~ p. 9. 



CHAPT'CR III 

T~S QUESTI0111iAIP~ A~m R~SCL?S 

The in~or~4tion for t~is ch~pt0r was proviQed by 

~~estionnai~es s~o~itted to 132 certified b~ulic acco~ntants 

.l.. d ~ .L R . t L> P , F' ..,.,. · .... 1 dse1 ec \,,0 " :-.rom l" .e ~ er:ls er £:':.. erSOi"lS ana lrms .::.,n'Cll" e 

to Practice as Certified Public Accountants. Only one 

accoUult~!t frou1 each firm was selected. To obtain represent

ative data frOM firMS not replying, the initi&l letter o~ 

transr;littal anc. questionnaires were :'olloTded by t'1'10 letters 

a..11.C supplemented '!-lith additional copies of the ouestionnaire. 

A total of 85 responses were recicved; however, only 57 

professional accountants T repli~s tc the questionnaire·..::::.:::"e 

usable. The re~ainir.g 28 accour.tants ei~her did not wish to 

participate in the study or were not practicing public 

account ing. 

T18 FIRHS 

Tae responses from the fifty-seven acco~~ta~ts ;;G~e 

tabu12ted.. Forty-six of the fir~s participating i~ t~e study 

were general practitioners, ane their clients cic not special

ize in a ~articular field of endeavor. Eleven certified 

public accounting firms specialized in one or more fu~eas of 

auditing. Gover~~ental accounting listed by five firms was 
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the -area of most frequent specialization. The frequency and 

other areas listed were: three, retail accounts; two, wholesale 

accounts; two, oil accounts; two, service accounts; and one 

each, real estate, religious, and public utilities. 

Clients of twelve public accounting firms had only 

manual accounting methods, two firms l clients used only account

ing machines, twenty-eight used both manual and accounting 

machines, and thirteen firms' clients used a combination of 

manual, accounting machine and punched-card methods. Clients 

of one firm had manual, accounting machine, punched-card and 

electronic equipment. 

Information in Table I indicates manual methods were 

most prevalent and the electronic machines were uncommon. 

Twenty-nine or 52 per cent of the public accounting firms 

reported between 90 and 100 per cent of their clients main

tained manual records. Only six or 10 per cent of the firms 

indicated that 50 per cent of the clients records were pro

duced on accounting machines. Two of these firms' clients 

used accounting machines exclusively. The largest number of 

clients using punched-card equipment was 20 per cent, reported 

by one firm. The balance of punched-card installations were 

10 per cent or less. The firm reporting electronic equipment 

in use by clients reported two clients using this equipment. 

Although the major part of the clients use manual methods, 

the trend to mechanization appears to be increasing because 
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TABLE I 

PERCErITAGE OF CLIE1~S USING r~~~AL, ACCOU~TING
 

N~CHI~~5, PUNCHED-CARD OR ELECTRONIC EQUIPMCrIT
 
AS REPORTED BY PUBLIC ACCOUN~ING FIRMS
 

'Per Cent of' 
Number Per Cent o:f Per Cent of' Clients Using 

of 
Firms 

Clients Using 
Manual Ide thods 

Clients Using Punched-Card 
Accounting and Electronic 

Machines Equipment 

12 100 
2 100 
1 98 2 
5 95 5 
2 95 4 1 
7 90 10 
1 90 9 1 
1 90 7 3 
1 89 7 4 
1 
1 

88 
85 

10 
15 

2 

2 80 20 
1 80 15 .5 
1 
3 

78 
75 

20 
25 

2 

1 73 18 9-:.. 
1 70 30 
~. 60 40 
1 60 39 1 
1 60 30 10 
3 50 50 
1 42 50 8 
1 40 40 20 
1 10 90 
1 10 80 10 

~~bis figure includes 1 per cent electronic equipment. 
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a number of the £irms noted that clients were studying the 

feasibility of mechanical systems for future installation.• 

AU~IT PROCEDURES 

The consensus of the auditors' opinions is that there 

have been no real changes in the audit procedures for auditing 

mechanized records. The only change has been in the mechanics 

of how the audit procedures are performed. The auditor must 

still determine that the accounts and statements are correct 

and that all transactions have been recorded in accordance 

with generally accepted accounting principles. More attention 

is directed toward the originating documents and data to insure 

proper preparation for processing. 

Thirty-two firms indicated they had no pre-determined 

procedure plans. Seven of the firms had plans which were 

altered to meet the circumstances. The conclusion reached 

is that each audit, conducted in accordance with the accepted 

principles, is different and must be considered in relation 

to records kept, internal control, and ability of personnel. 

The reliance upon test checks is not materially altered 

by machine accounting. The primary factor for determining the 

extent of tests is internal control and not" the machinery used. 

The type of equipment used is of little importance when 

the extent of test checks is determined. The machines have a 

number of proofs or checks assuring that debits and credits 
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are equal but nothing to assure that proper recording was 

made. The machine accuracy depends upon the machine operator. 

If the operator is good, fewer tests will be required than if 

the operator has a tendency to make errors. 

Machines frequently facilitate test checkin~and 

increased speed permits additional printed records. The 

reliance.of the test checks may be only to the extent that 

the test is representative of the records under audit. Un

usual and irregular entries should be checked in detail. 

The auditors I experiences have proved that machines 

have a very high degree of reliability; in addition, check 

points are built in the rr~cbines or systems. Thirty-one 

fir~ reported machine accuracy was checked in some manner 

during every audit; however, seven did not have specific 

audit procedures checking machine accuracy. The firms who 

did not check machine accuracy during the audits rendered the 

following explanations. As a specific operation, machine 

accuracy was Dot checked; but during the audit, footings were 

checked which is an indirect check on the machines. Proper 

internal control should enable immediate detection of a 

machine not functioning properly. Machine malfUnctions would 

be disclosed in regular audit procedures. ~est checks of the 

company throughout the year establish machine accuracy; there

fore, checking machines 1s normally not considered a major 

audit problem. 
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Test decks, a provision for checking the machine J were 

used by eleven of the sixteen firms. The use of test decks 

c~~ot be adapted to all types of organizations such as brokerage 

houses. Test decks were reported to prove accuracy of the 

machine only at the time of the cbeck; hence, the time checked 

was very limited. Test decks are usually used during the 

installation period to prove the accuracy When there are no 

other records to check; however, during machine operations 

accuracy may be checked by using original transaction cards. 

INTERNAL CONTROL 

The existence of mechanical or electronic equipment 

does not eliminate or reduce the need for internal control; 

it only changes its detail characteristics. Eighteen firms 

reported that internal control was equally important in any 

cethod of record keeping used. Internal control was con

sidered more important in manual methods than in records 

produced by accounting machines by eighteen firms. Twelve 

firms considered internal control more important in manual 

rather than punched-card methods, and eleven firms considered " 

internal control more important in manual methods than in 

electronic eqUipment. Only two firms indicated that internal 

control was more important in all of the mechanized methods. 

No principles differ in manual or mechanized accounting; 

yet, mechanized machines usually provide for better control 
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the extent of internal control and interim work accomplished 

during the period. Continuous audits may be made at any 

time, but advanced planning may be required if the auditor is 

to be present for certain phases such as taking a physical 

inventory. 

Sixteen firms stated that audits of records produced 

by accounting machines should be conducted close to the end 

of the fiscal year. Twenty-three reported that it was not 

necessary to audit the records close to the end of the period. 

Opinions were equally divided among,the firm£ as to the time 

audits or punched-card and electronically produced records 

should occur. Eight firms reported audits of punched-card 

records should be conducted as close to the end of the year 

as possible; eight firms indicated that audits could be con

ducted at any time. Three firms indicated electronically 

produced records should be audited as close to the end or the 

fiscal period as possible; however, three firms did not oelieve 

this was necessary. 

Normally, the audit is conducted near the end of the 

fiscal periodj but a change may be the result of the amount 

of preliminary work done or prevailing circumstances. The 

type of equipment appears to have no effec~ on the timing of 

the audit other than the fact that greater mechanization tends 

to ~acilltate a more rapid closing. The time selected for the 

audit should be convenient for both the auditor and client and 
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planned accordingly. If the auditor is to use the client's 

equipment, the time of the audit may be influenced. 

As was previously indicated, basic auditing principlea 

and procedures are not changed by the methods of recording 

accounting transactions whether manually or mechanically pro

duced. The records and reports remain relatively unchanged; 

variation occurs in interim processing. Certain practices 

must be followed, and the most significant fact is that the 

proper procedures and controls are developed and followed. 

The method of record keeping is of secondary importance if 

it is adequate. 

The opinions of forty-four firms replying were equally 

divided to the inquiry if time was saved when comparing an 

audit of records produced manually to records produced by 

accounting machines. T~enty-two indicated time was saved l 

and a like number reported no time saving. The amount of 

time saved varied from two firms reporting 50 per cent to 

three firms saving 10 per cent. Other reports noted a saving 

of 30 per cent by one firm, 25 per cent by six, 20 per cent 

by two, and 15 per cent by four. 

Eight firms indicated time could be saved when punched

card records were compared with those produced manUally; 

however, eleven reported that no time was saved by the punched

card records. The time savings reported varied from 33 per 

cent reported by one to 10 per cent by two. Other time 
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savings noted were 25 per cent by one, 20 per cent by one l 

and 15 per cent by two. 

Three firms reported that time could be saved when 

comparing electronically produced records to manually pro-
r'
! 

Gucad records. Five did not believe time was saved. One 

firm reported a time saving of 25 per cent. 

The same auditing steps must be taken regardless of 

the type of recording methods used; normall~ this would not 

reduce the amount of time by the auditor significantly. Some 

time savings can be made in furnishing data for the audit be

cause of easier and faster means of analysis. It is also 

possible to obtain, in certain cases, analyses with equipment 

that would not be feasible with manual methods or accounting 

machines. In a few situations. equipment can be used to make 

test selections and listings that would othervlise have to be 

done manually_ 

Other factors to be considered are the quality of 

the work performed by company accountants under any system. 

Audit time is more related to its extent of testing and veri

fication required than to the particular processing used. 

Proper installation of machine processes will tend to improve 

internal control and will usually demand a-systematic flow 

of work which will reduce the ex~ent of listings required. 

Eight firms listed internal control or some phase as 

a contribution to reduced audit time. The controls listed 
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included the division of Quties among employees, built-in 

machine totals, and greater efficiency since more proofs are 

required before work is considered complete. The simultaneous 

posting of records which are proved by machine eliminates con

siderable adding, test checking, and tracing of transactions. 

Eight firms reported machines contribute to a greater degree 

of accuracy resulting in more rapid audits. Five firms re

ported faster auditing because machines could be used for 

detail analyses, listings, and testing programs. Legibility 

was listed by five firms and neatness by four firms as factors 

contributing to quicker audits. Other causes listed for 

faster audits were better audit trails and uniform records. 

Records and mechanization must be adapted to clients l 

operation to produce timely information. Regardless of the 

type of methods used, if records are current, books closed 

properly, promptly and accurately and statements and sta

tistical information are available immediately, then the 

auditor can proceed with speed. Vllien accounting systems do 

not function properly or break dovm, audits become very time 

consuming. 

In conducting the audits, twenty firms indicated that 

the clientlg punched-card or electronic equ+pment was used. 

One firm used an Exact-O-Matic punched-card system to aid in 

auditing a manual system. To facilitate auditing, accountants 

are using machines. Machines and the frequency of their use 
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are as follows: adding machines, forty-nine; typewriters, 

forty-eight; calculators, forty-seven; photo copiers of various 

types, forty-six; multilith, twenty-three; and recorders, nine. 

The photo copiers included twenty-one Thermofax, two Brunning~ 

one Recordak, and one Ozalid. 

TRAINING A~J) SPECIALIZATION 

Fourteen firms required their auditors to obtain special 

training in accounting machines, five required training in 

punched-card system~ and three required training in electronic 

systems. Thirty-one did not require training in accounting 

machines; sixteen did not require training in punched-card sys~ 

tems, and three did not require training in electronic systems. 

Three firms indicated training was required in all systems, 

and ten firms did not require additional training in any mech

anized systems. 

The manUfacturer of mechanical systems assisted eight 

of the firms in training auditors. The training may be con

ducted in schools or through literature, exhibits, and 

conferences. Two firms conducted schools for additional train

ing which was supplemented by on-the-job training. SOIDe actual 

experience with mechanized sys~e~ is des1~ble but not a 

requirement. 

One firm indicated that the audits were conducted by 

individuals who were specialists in all systems. Auditors of 
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nine firms did not specialize in any of the machines. Of 

thirty-nine firms, sixteen firms had auditors who were spe

cialists in accounting machines, and twenty-three did not have 

accounting maclune specialists. The auditors conducting audits 

for eight firms were specialists 1n punched-card systems, and 

three firms bad specialists in electronic systems. An equal 

number of firms did Dot have specialists in either punched-card 

or electronic systems. 

ASSISTANCE IN CONVERSION 

Fifty-four of the accountants replied to the inquiry 

concerning the assistance given to clients in mechanical install

ations. Thirty-eight firms offered assistance in installation 

of accounting machines, fourteen offered assistance in punched

card installations, and six offered assistance in electronic 

equipment. Only six firms offered assistance in all types of 

machines. Fourteen firms did not assist the client in the 

installation of any mechanical equipment. Thirty-one firms 

did not offer aid in punched-card equipment, and th1rty-~even . 

did not assist in electronic installations. 

Eleven firms assisted clients in varying degrees ranging 

from the complete planning and checking of.installations, 

checking controls, checking for adequate audit trails, and 

planning of mechanical systems. Twenty firms assisted in plan

ning of mechanical systems and complete planning and checking 
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of installations. Thirty firms checked the adequacy of audit 

trails and controls during the installation. Other services 

rendered by firms were approving forms, checking system adapt

ation to business operations, and advising the client which 

type of machine is appropriate for the requirements to be met. 

One firm aided in training operators and assisting supervisors 

to become more efficient and to understand the mechanized 

system. Two firms reported having service departments which 

assist clients in all phases of accounting. The extent of 

the assistance given to clients depends entirely upon needs 

which varies with each installation. 

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES 

One firm indicated no advantages in auditing mechani~~d 

systems; however, other firms listed a number of factors which 

they considered to be advantageous. The factor listed by six

teen of the firms was neater and more legible macr~ne records. 

Six firms attributed better records to standarized procedures 

and uniform information and records, which provides for an 

orderly pattern for flow of work and contributes to efficiency 

and usually results in balanced books. 

Accessible information was noted by five accountants 

as being in more detail and better percentage comparisons 

can be made. Four accountants indicated an imp~ovement in 

accuracy of machine records, and four firms listed speed as 
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an advantageous factor which permits an audit to begin at an 

earlier date. Other favorable factors to be considered are 

the stronger internal controls, current record keeping, and 

the reduction of detail work by the auditor. Generally, a 

mechanized system is better planned resulting in a better 

designed flow of data and stronger internal control. Under 

mechanical systems, information is usually more accessible; 

and if internal control is adequate, less audit time must be 

spent in reviewing detail transactions. 

There appears to be no real disadvantage in auditing 

mechanized systems if it has been properly designed and 

installed. Inadequate design and installation will make 

the auditing of any system difficult. The largest segment 

of disadvantages listed by the firms was not the fault of 

hardware but of the operating personnel. Six accountants 

suggested the lack of qualified trained machine operators 

as a disadvantage. An inefficient operator can upset a mech

anized system more easily than in a manual system. Sometimes 

machine errors may go unnoticed for a period of time because 

inexperienced persons tend to believe that the printed page 

is error free. Frequently, when a system is first installed 

the operator receives instructionsjbut after a cbange in 

employees, there is less instruction Which results in failure 

to produce good work. The selling company is no longer 

interested 1n instruction but is seeking a new sale elsewhere. 
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Another condition aggravated by the personnel and 

listed by ten of the firms was the tendency for taking short 

cuts. These short cuts may occur in omitting balance forward 

figures or vital information, abbreviating references and 

descriptions, and offering insufficient explanations or de

scriptions pertaining to entries. 

To alleviate part of the personnel problem, one firm 

suggested a more frequent use of written procedures manuals 

to follow in preparation of records and for use in checking 

consistency of machine applications. 

Other factors considered as disadvantages of a mechanical 

system were the improperly designed systems with inadequate 

audit trails, and checking out machine errors were more dif

ficult. Frequently, more time is required to trace transactions 

and analyses; but this is dependent upon the individual system. 

Co~rections are more difficult to make than in a manual system 

which could be the result of infleXibility and machine limit

ations. A greater volume of physical records are frequently 

produced in order to arrive at desired datal thus requiring 

additional time to review. 



CHAPTER IV 

SlJMJlIJARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOM]ViEiillATIONS 

The primary purpose of an audit at the present time 

is to report upon the financial statements issued by manage

ment. The secondary objectives of an audit are to discover 

errors and irregularities. This change is the result of formal 

business organizations and operating units large enough to 

employ staffs to permit internal control. 

Mechanical devices have been in use for many years; 

however, in recent years the more complex punched-card and 

electronic systems have been installed. Mechanization, until 

recently, had not affected the ~ork of the auditor. Generally 

accepted accounting principles are not altered by machine meth

ods, nor is the necessity for external audits reduced. Audit 

proceaures must be adapted to mechanically produced records, 

but the responsibilities and principles by which the auditor 

is governed remain the same. 

Many techniques usea by the auditor during the audit 

of manually produced records are equally effecti ve in r-ecords 

produced mechanically. Accounts must be examined to determine 

if they represent accurately and fairly the position of the 

company. The verification of assets and liabilities must be 

made. Tne method of record keeping does not alter this phase 

of auditing. 
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The scope of the audit should be influenced by mech~L-

lcal record keeping, since it is more reliable tr~n records 

produced manually. Mechanization is a change of metho~ not 

a change of objective or principles. 

Test checking in mechanized methods, like in manual 

methods, is an effective audit procedure but should be con

sidered more dependable. The number of test checks selected 

aepends entirely upon the circumstances. In manual methods, 

the individual is relied upon for accuracy and efficiency; 

however, in mechanized systemB, the human element is minimized. 

No machines are foolproof; yet, the machine performances are 

more accurate than individuals e 

The evaluation of the internal control' system is an 

inherent phase of auditing. The system should be examined to 

determine the position the machine department maintains in 

relation to the company as a whole. An internal control system 

properly planned separates data processing from data recording. 

Flow charts may be used to determine if the internal controls 

are functioning properly. Well designed, installed, and super-

vised internal controls may reduce the extent of test checking 

required by the auditor. Internal controls should establish 

that entries are accurate and properly supported. 

The division of duties need not be weakened as a result 

of mechanization. Although employees may have more duties to 

perform, the knowledge of the system may be substituted- for 

the division of duties. 
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The final results of mechanical and manual methods are 

almost the same except one is written and the other is printed. 

The original records and ultimate results must be correct; 

however, the intermediate stages are not a matter of audit 

principle but of mechanical detail. Some knowledge of lli8Ch

anized systems and methods is helprul in conducting effective 

audits. Manufacturers of the mechanical devices conduct 

schools as a means of assisting the professional accountant 

to learn about the machines and systems. Other aids which 

can be used are the demonstrations and conferences with sales

men, literature, and the membership in a professional organization. 

The responsibilities of the audit engagement determine the amount 

of knOWledge the auditor should have about the system. The 

auditor should not be expected to verify all built-in machine 

controls. 

The auditor is usually not informed about the plans of 

a client to improve accounting methods; however, the account

ant has been able to adjust his audit procedures to new systems. 

With the advent of electronic equipment, it appears that the 

auditor will be more apt to participate in the installation of 

new equipment. By assisting in the installation, the profes

sional accountant may acquire knOWledge abou~ the system which 

will aid in following audits and assure himself that proper 

controls and adequate audit trails are established. 

Most records, at the present, are in visible form; 

however, the trend is toward retaining information in punched



cards and magnetic tapes, a result of the use of electronic 

equip~~nt. The auditor must have an audit trail composed of 

account balances, transaction analyses, and supporting docu

ments to conduct an adequate audit. The problem of an audit 

trail is shared with the professional accountant by management; 

therefore, many believe this problem will never be a serious 

one. The information required for an audit is used more fre

quently by management than by the auditor. 

The time the audit commences has not been materially 

altered. Electronic equipment may cause audits to be conducted 

at a time close to the recording of the transaction. If the 

auditor plans to use the client's equipment, then advance plan

ning is necessary. 

Mechanization of accounting methods presents some advan

tages and disadvantages. The machines can perform with speed 

and accuracy, surpassing human production, which tends to elim~ 

inate many of the peak work periods and produces a neater and 

more legible record~ The statistical data now available permits 

the auditor to spend his time stUdying and interpreting the 

data and eliminates much of the manual work. 

A hindrance to mechanized accounting is that.original 

documents are prepared in longhand and must be transferred to 

a form Which machines can comprehend but is frequently dif

ficult for the auditor to read. The mass of papers produced 

by mechanized methods often require more time for examination 

than is needed for manual methods. 
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Machine accuracy cannot be automatically assumed, and 

transactions must be checked by the internal control syste~. 

Machine operators must' be properly trained in order to make 

the machines produce at ,the highest efficiency. Mechanical 

systems are only as good as the machine operators. 

Computational and other clerical skills are primary 

requisites of an auditor. Through mechanization, clerical 

detail is reduced bring about increased production. Recorders 

may be used for checking various records, and the need for two 

people may be reduced to one. Photo copiers eliminate the copy

ing of deeds, leases, and agreements by producing in a few 

seconds the desired material Without error. Metered machines 

such as the postage machines are in widespread use to save time 

in mailing verifications of accounts. These machines may be 

supplemented with auxiliary equipment, saving more time. The 

adding machine can operate rapidly and accurately, and pro

duction can be expeoted to increase approximately five times. 

During the audit engagement, the auditor should use 

the client's punched-card or electronic equipment. This practIce 

allows the auditor to check the machine accuracy and produce 

information in a shorter period of time. Test decks may'be used 

to check the machines which have been in operation; however, 

transactions selected at random from actual operations may be 

equally effective. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECO~Thill~~ATIONS 

The conclusions and recommendations are based on an 

extensive library-type research and data derived from the anal

ysis of questionnaires returned by fifty-seven certified public 

accountants. It is reasonable to assume that similar firms 

exist in the state of Kansas. Ho~ever, no claim is made that 

the findings and conclusions presented are applicable to any 

circumstances other than those immediately indicated. It is 

assumed that, in general terms, the results of this study 

constitute valid evidence or auditing practices in relation 

to mechanized accounting systems. 

On the basis of ~he findings in this study, the author 

concludes that: 

1. Mechanical methods are only a change in tools, 

not in objectives or principles of accounting 

and auditing. The objectives of either manual 

or mechanized record audits are to arrive at an 

opinion as to the fairness of the statements and 

to prevent error and detect fraud. The inter

mediate stages of record keeping are mechanical, 

and it is sufficient if the original records and 

final results are correct. If an adequate system 

of internal checks is in operation, the auditor 

may be reasonably sure the end product is satisfactory. 



2.	 The auditor should become familiar witb the mechan

ical devices that are utilized for processing 

accounting data. He should be expected to relate 

proper audit procedures to mechanized accounting 

systems; however, he need not be an expert in 

machine operations. FrequentlYJ auditors are not 

given the opportunity to assist the client in an 

installation or to stUdy the equipment in use 

prior to an audit engagement; therefore, knowl

edge about the equipment is an asset to the auditor. 

The auditor should be required to understand the 

basic fundamentals and operating principles of all 

mechanical equipment that might be used by present 

or future clients. Additional training will enable 

the auditor to determine the adequacy of internal 

control, provision for audit trails and evaluation 

of machine controls. 
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Assets and liabilities must be verified in mechanized 

systems as in manual methods. 
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1110 Market Street 
Emporia, Kansas 

68 

February 27. 1959 

Dear Sir: 

itA Study of Effects of Mechanical Device s in AUditing" 
is the subject of my thesis for a Master of Science Degree 
at Kansas State Teachers College of Emporia. 

In order to determine these effects, a questionnaire is 
being submitted to individual s or firms selected from the 
Register of Persons and Firms Entitled to Practice as 
Ce rt if i ed Pub Ii c Accountants, published by the Board of 
Accountancy. Only one questionnaire is being sent to each 
firm. It is expected that the data gathered in this study will 
indicate the trends and changes in the work of the auditor 
due to mechanical devices. Manually operated machines, as 
well as punch-card equipment and electronic installations, 
are included in the mechanical devices under study. 

Two copies of the questionnaire are enclosed, one to 
be retained for your files and the other to be returned. A 
self-addressed envelope is enclosed for your convenience in 
making a prompt return of the que s tionnaire . 

Very truly yours, 

~~ 
Joan Wacek 



•	 1110 Market Street 
Ernpor i a, Karlsas 
April15, 1959 

Dear Sir: 

To obtain information for "A Stu d y 0 f E f fee t 5 

of Me c ban i cal Devices in Accounting on Auditbg, II my 
thesis St\oject, a questior,-,J.ai:;:-e was 5 en t to you recently. 

It is expected teat the data gathered i.-: this study 
will indicate the trends ~-xl changes h'. -;:}1'": work of t~ a'Ll6.:tor 
due to medla..'1ical de·~·::'ces; th.erefore, ::~'~e inioTZilatioh .YOU 
are able to provide abo....'.t your fir m is impo=tant to make 
this study complete. Would Y0"..:L p:ease complete t~e .q'...1es
tion...aire so that I may i.'"!clude ya:..r iIiarrratio::: i..~ rTlIj st-c.ldy? 

4A."1other set of the forms a:.1.d a pCis:~e -(.l.. ee, seli
add res 5 e d envelope is eD-do 6e d i or ~r0'.l reo::. ',' .c;::",i e ::c e .in 
making'a prompt reply, Wou.ld you p[ease return 
the questionnaire by April 25, 1959? 

Very truly you:::,s, 

Joa...'"l Wacek 

Encl . .2 
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1110 Market Street 
Emporia, Kansas 
May 4, 1959 

Dear Sir: 

If your work schedule permits, the:re is still time to 
return the information reque sted for the study of effects of 
mechanical devices used in accounting on the auditor's wo:::k. 
I realize this study was started at an inopportune time, during 
the tax period which is a very busy season for accountaIlts. 

Sin c e you were selected from the Certified Public 
Accountants entitled to practice in Kansas 1 I would like to 
include the in for mat ion you can provide about audi~ing 

accou..'"lting records produced by mechanical devices. This 
study can be complete and repre sentative of the profe s sio;l..al 
aCCO\l..'"ltants of Kansas only by obtaining the information from 
every member including you. 

Will you plea.!3.e complete and return the questionnaire 
by May 15, 1959? Another set of forms and a postage free, 
seli-addressed envelope is enclosed for your conv.enience. 

Very truly yours, 

Joan Wacek· 

Encl. 2
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71 
A	 STUDY OF EFFECTS OF MECHANICAL DEVICES ON AUDITlNG 

Please complete this form and return to: Joan Wacek, 1110 Market Street, 
Emporia, Kansas. A self-addressed. postage-free envelope is enclosed 
for your convenience. ALL REPLIES WILL BE GIVEN CONFIDENTIAL 
TREATMENT. 

Name	 Firm._-------- 
Title	 City and State

DIREC TIONS: Please complete the following questions. Some of the 
questions may be answered by making a check in the appropriate space. 
However, space is provided for any corrunents you wish to add. In this 
study, II ac counting machine s II r efe r s to National Cash Re gi ste r' 6 CIa s s 31, 
Burroughs Sensimatic, and other similar models. 

1.	 Doe s your firm audit specialized accowi: s? Yes No
If "yes, " do you specialize in any of the following: 

Retail accounts Yes No ---
Wbole sale accounts Yes No-- 
Manufacturing accounts Yes No ---
GoverJunental accounts Yes No-- 
Service accounts Yes No-- 
Banking and Finance accounts Yes No-- 
Other accounts 
If llother, II _please list. 

Yes No---:._

2.	 What per cent of client's records audited by your firm use the following: 

"Fen and ink'i method of record keeping 0/0
AccoUnting machi:ri~s ~. 0/0

---0/0Punched-card equipment 
Electronic equipment 0/0

3.	 Do e s your firm ass ist client s in the installation of the following: 

Accounting machine s Yes No
Punched-card equipment Yes No
Electronic equipment Yes No

4.	 If your firm assists clients in the installation of accounting Il1.achines. 
punched-card equipment. or electronic machines, check the procedures 
in which your firm participates. 

Complete planning and checking of installations
 
Planning of mechanical systems·
 
Checking controls during the installation
 
Checking for adequate "audit trails"
 
Other. Please list.
 



---
---

---

---

5"	 In Cl.ucEt:i.r:.g a,::-,:ol.:;n::::-.g records prodl;ce d by acco'.illtir..g machine 5, can 
a signifi.::ar:_t amo-~nt of t:'me be saved _in comparing the audit time_ required 
for man-:lally produced records? Yes No If "yes••1 what per 
cent of tiIne is saved? Ufo 

6.	 In auditi."1g accoc.nti:c.g records produced by pu.......ched-card equipment, can 
a significant amOti..'1t of time be saved in comparing the audit time required 
for manu.ally p;L'oduced records? Ye s No If "yes, " what per cent 
of time is saved? 0/0 

7.	 In auditing records produced by electronic equipment, can a significant 
a.m01..lJ.~t .of tUne be saved by comparing the audit tilne required for manually 
produced records? Yes No 1£ Ilyes , II what per cent of time 
is saved? % 

-. 
8"	 If audits of me chanize d..ac counting re co r dS.5="an be i:.-iade fa ste r, what are 

ll.	 Does yo"..:.r fi:!'m require auditors of mechanized syste.ms to obtain special 
trairJ.ng in any of the followi:lg: 

Accounting machine systems Yes No

Punched-card systems Yes No
 
Electronic systems Yes No

~--

, 
If 'yes, II what type of training do the i"r::;.di·;iduals receive? 

the	 :reasons? 

9"	 Must the audits COmITlence at a 
the following: 

..ACCOl.illting machine s
 
Punched-card eq~ipm.eDt
 

Electronic eqaipmer-t
 

If 11no , II when do t.t.le a'I.A.dits corruner~ce? 

10.	 Are Ge ao.:di!s cor:.d".leted by bdividuals who are 

Accounting mac~e systems Yes 
Punched-card systems Yes 
Electron:'c systems Yes 

t:.me close to the end of the fiscal period for 

Yes No
"""",....- 

Yes No
 
Yes-No,


specialists in the following: 

No-- 
No-- No-- 



---

---
---

---

---
----

-----

---

-----

12. 'What should the auditor know about accoWlting machines, punched-card 
equipment, or electronic machines in order to make an effective audit? 

13.	 Are adequate "audit trails H established at the time of machine installations?
 
Yes No If "no, II when are the "audit tr~" established?
 

14.	 Is the machine accuracy checked during every audit? Yes No

If " no , II how frequently are the machine s checked?
 

. 15.	 Are te 6t decks used in checking punched-card and electronic machines? 
Yes No What other methods are used to check the machine accuracy? 

16.	 Indicate by dlet:king in which system internal control is more im.portant. 

Manually kept recol'ds or Accounting machine records .......-Manually kept records or Punched-card records

Manually kept records or Electronic records


17.	 In conducting audits of punched-card or electronic records whose punc:':"'.;;d

card or electronic equipment do you use?
 
Client1-s equipment Yes No

Your equipm.ent Yes No
 
Other Yea No--

If llother, II please indicate.
 

18.	 Which of the following mechanical devices do you use in conducting an audit?
 
Please indicate by checking:
 

Typewriter Adding machine s

Calculator Postage machine _
 
Dictaphone _ Photo copiers

Multilith._--- Thermofax
 
Other Please list.
 



19.	 Tv what extent can te sts ci .:epresentative transactions and examinations of 
selected portions of certain accounts be relied upon for establishing validity 
and authenticity of the transactions for the following: 

Accounting machine systems? 

Punched-card systems? 

Electronic systems? 

20.	 What changes have you fOWld in audit procedures for auditing mechanized 
records? 

21.	 Wbat are the advantages of auditing mechanized systems? 

22.	 What are the disadvantage s of auditm.go. mecha,iize.\~ systems? 

23.	 Do you have a pre-determined procedures plan for auditing mechanized 
records? Yes N9 _ If "yes, 11 what· are the procedures? 


